New trends in cryoenzymology: probing the functional role of protein dynamics by single-step kinetics.
Cryoenzymology was initially used to slow down enzyme-catalyzed reactions so as to stabilize intermediates for further study. During the course of this early work, it became clear that cryoenzymology could be extended to other ends and some of these are described. First, the use of a cryosolvent on its own (or together with temperature) as a perturbant has allowed a resolution of the substrate binding steps of certain enzymes (myosin, D-amino acid oxidase, peroxidase and cytochrome P450). Second, by the use of cryosolvent and temperature, coupled with the classical physico-chemical perturbants, one can selectively modulate the various steps of an enzyme pathway. This approach can lead to an understanding of the mechanism of enzyme regulation. Finally, by carrying out experiments over a wide range of temperatures (-30 degrees C- +30 degrees C) and pressure (up to several kbars) in specially constructed fast reaction equipment, one can study the thermodynamic properties of the individual rate constants describing the interconversions of reaction intermediates. Experiments with creatine kinase, cytochrome P450 and peroxidase are described. The thermodynamic parameters delta H, delta G, delta S and delta V are thus measured and when this is done under different solvent conditions one can, at least within the theories available, attempt an approach to the problem of protein dynamics.